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Beyond rationality in engineering design for
sustainability
Leidy Klotz1*, Elke Weber2, Eric Johnson3, Tripp Shealy4, Morela Hernandez1 and Bethany Gordon1
If you try to ensure long-term human well-being within the limits of the natural world, then you design for sustainability. This
Review organizes research describing how cognitive biases can hinder and help engineering design for sustainability. For example, designers might overlook climate change implications because of nearsighted thinking, a bias which can be overcome by
vividly imagining the future. For researchers, this Review illuminates needs at the convergence of decision science and engineering design. For designers (that is, all of us), the Review promises new routes to sustainability, through changes to decision
environments and through insights into our own design thinking.

E

ngineering, broadly defined, is the creative application of science. Design means attempting to change existing situations
into preferred ones. And these preferred situations are more
sustainable if they improve the well-being of current generations
without compromising the well-being of future generations and
the environments on which we all rely. So, regardless of your job
title or college major, you probably practice engineering design
for sustainability.
In your personal life, you may do so by insulating your attic for
more efficient use of heating energy, or by creating a diet with less
meat to reduce your ecological footprint. In your professional and
public lives, designing for sustainability might mean even higherimpact changes to policies, education and business practices, or the
human-built environment. This Review uses examples from the
built environment because these examples are relatable and transferrable and because design of the built environment is central to
the Sustainable Development Goals1 and also influences more than
half of global climate-changing emissions2.
Regardless of the application, effective design for sustainability
requires communication across stakeholder groups while considering new environmental and social goals over long-term time horizons. Consider, for example, a design goal to create more sustainable
mobility within a city. Not only do designers need to account for the
movement of people, they also must consider fuel use and pollution
from various types of transportation, as well as quality of life implications for residents who will use the design, and for those who will
not. Designing for interdependencies such as these requires input
from builders, architects and engineers of all types, and also from
groups ranging from planners who understand demographic trends,
to ecologists who understand land-use impacts, to the residents and
users who understand perceived and actual needs. Integrated design
leads to multifunctional responses, such as automated toll systems,
which reduce delays for drivers and also reduce emissions, including those associated with increased infant mortality rates in nearby
neighborhoods3.
Further challenging design for sustainability is the reality that,
as designers, we are also humans and therefore do not always think
and act ‘rationally’, meaning in dispassionate, consistent and purely
self-interested ways. Here we use rationality (and irrationality) to
imply consistency (or lack thereof) with classical decision theory,

which makes the assumptions of infinite mental computational ability, and utility that is self-centred, reference independent and consistently discounted over time.
Formal models of engineering design are based on assumptions of perfect rationality4. Actual approaches used in engineering
design, and more broadly across professional disciplines5,6, include
varying consideration of how designers7,8 and users9 actually think
and behave. We hope our Review findings can enhance both formal models and existing approaches to design. Therefore, we have
organized this Review using six common and stylized design stages:
identifying stakeholder needs, defining a problem, creating design
concepts, selecting a concept, developing a detailed design, and
implementing and evaluating the design (Fig. 1).
Much of the evidence presented in this Review extends from a
series of Nobel Prize-winning advances in psychology, economics
and related fields, which describe ways that classical assumptions
of perfect rationality10 are at best incomplete, and at worst flawed.
‘Bounded’ rationality recognizes that perfectly rational decisions are
not typically feasible in practice because the complexity of actual
decisions exceeds the brainpower and time that humans are able
to devote to these decisions11,12. Consider, for example, an engineer
who frames (bounds) a design goal in terms of the cooling capacity of an air conditioning system, as opposed to thermal comfort
for occupants. The system uses more energy than necessary, not
because the engineer did not care about the energy use and associated climate-changing emissions, but because the engineer’s framing of the goal ignored thermal comfort provided through other
means such as window breezes and breathable furniture.
Given that rationality is bounded by available brainpower and
time, a rapidly growing body of research is filling in details about
how humans cope with their capacity limitations, documenting
simpler decision processing and showing that people are not simply calculating machines (for example, refs 13–15). Our thoughts
and actions extend beyond the narrowly defined notion of perfect rationality and are shaped by factors such as contextual cues,
social norms, decision anchors, and selectively recalled feelings
and experiences.
These systematic patterns of deviation from classical notions
of rationality are called ‘cognitive biases’, and influence what we
view as desirable and possible. If overlooked, these processes can
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Fig. 1 | Common stages in engineering design. Engineering design
progresses from left to right. The potential solution space is the area
between the curved lines. Early decisions shape later possibilities.

be obstacles to core goals of sustainability. Evidence suggests, for
example, that: insufficient perspective-taking limits our ability to
prioritize human well-being over purely financial measures16; nearsighted thinking delays action on climate change17; and existing
social norms and status quo bias make it difficult for us to see ways
to decouple environmental damage from economic growth18.
When we are aware of them, our cognitive processes can be
opportunities to advance sustainability goals, in particular through
‘choice architecture’, defined as intentional changes to decision environments to account for cognitive biases (for example, refs 19,20).
Choice architecture is already part of daily life in everything from
food menus that disclose calorie information to retirement plans
that automatically enrol employees and allow them to opt out, rather
than the other way around. Similar choice architecture opportunities in engineering design for sustainability are highlighted throughout this Review.

Obstacles and opportunities

Cities, nations and organizations, including the United Nations21,
the World Bank22 and the Organization for Economic Co-operation
and Development23, are recognizing bounded rationality and
cognitive biases and applying choice architecture to aid end-use
decision-making. However, for design, biases and choice architecture interventions remain underexplored and disconnected across
fields of practice and academic disciplines. We cannot assume
end-use insights translate perfectly to engineering design, in part
because of the complex nature of design and also because individuals act differently when making decisions for others rather than
themselves24,25.
While not easy, considering cognitive biases and applying choice
architecture in design for sustainability can have large sustainability impacts because design decisions shape the behaviour of a large
number of end-user decisions over extended periods of time. For
instance, choice architecture that helps commuters choose more
sustainable mass transit is only possible if designers have created
the mass transit in the first place.
In the following sections, we organize and describe research
showing how cognitive biases can present both obstacles and opportunities in engineering design for sustainability. High-potential
research needs are also discussed within each common stage of
design. Findings are summarized in Table 1 and methods are
detailed in the Supplementary Information.

Identifying needs

An initial best practice step in design is to identify the needs of various stakeholders. Stakeholders include not only people who will
directly and immediately use the design, but also non-users who
may nevertheless face the consequences of the design now and in
the future, including in indirect ways.
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Stereotypes. Stereotypes can be tacit or intentional and can lead to
damaging overgeneralizations because they assume characteristics
based on unfounded assumptions26. Because designers cannot possibly identify all needs of every stakeholder, they often generalize
and, therefore, are susceptible to using stereotypes. Even designers
who deliberately identify user needs are prone to false assumptions
that all stakeholders have similar goals and that therefore projection
from a single user is legitimate.
Research indicates that gender27 and occupational28 stereotypes
contribute to the limited diversity among professional engineering
designers. Underrepresentation of groups such as women, racial
and ethnic minorities, and those with low socioeconomic status is
especially harmful for sustainability goals because it restricts the
diversity of thought needed to design for sustainability in complex
adaptive systems such as the built environment29. For example, a
designer who grew up in a low-income community that was divided
by a new highway will bring a different perspective to sustainable
transit than a designer who lived elsewhere but used the new highway to get to work more quickly.
Undervalued perspective-taking. A cognitive barrier to design
for sustainability in the built environment that is especially relevant to identifying stakeholder needs is our tendency to assume
we know what others think and to undervalue perspective-taking.
In psychology, perspective-taking (or allocentrism) entails viewing
a situation from another’s point of view30. It can enable designers
to account for diverse users who have multiple and different needs
from each other and from the designers. Perspective-taking also
helps maintain focus on human well-being as opposed to purely
financial measures. Unfortunately, research suggests engineering
students can be less adept than students in other disciplines at considering users’ perspectives31.
Too much emotional empathy. Beyond cognition, emotional
empathy emphasizes the affective process that enables perspectivetaking32. A version of this empathy has been described as the first
step in ‘design thinking’, a process increasingly used to explain and
guide design for sustainability6,9,33. As conceived in design thinking,
emotional empathy enables perspective-taking and cognitive empathy because it prompts a conscious drive to appreciate and understand stakeholder needs.
Too much emotional empathy can, like undervalued perspective-taking, also impede design for sustainability. Too much emotional empathy causes designers to focus on users they know better
to the detriment of those that are more distant34. It can also mislead designers through user perspectives that discount the needs of
future others, underestimate possible negative future impacts35 or
perceive needs that are not in their own best interest.
Stakeholder engagement. One potential remedy to undervalued
perspective-taking and stereotyping is intentional solicitation of
user needs in the design process, which could lead designers to create a greater number of original design responses, perhaps because
a wider range of user needs are being recognized36. Stakeholder
engagement encompasses various approaches (for example, interviews, workshops, surveys) to identify the social and environmental
issues that matter most to users to improve design decision-making37. Research confirms the value of stakeholder engagement to
align sustainable building design with stakeholder priorities38 and
also to gather the community input needed to develop urban spaces
that support social connections39.
As designers attempting to identify stakeholder needs, we may
be challenged by inaccessible stakeholders (perhaps because they
are not born yet) and also by stakeholders who are susceptible
to the same cognitive biases as designers. They may not know
what their needs are or may inaccurately predict their needs, or
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Table 1 | Cognitive biases as obstacles and opportunities in engineering design for sustainability
Obstacles

Opportunities

Research needs

Identifying needs
Stereotypes
Undervalued perspective-taking
Too much emotional empathy
Stakeholder engagement
Cognitive empathy
Overcoming stereotypes
Defining a problem
Social norms
Defaults
Framing
Lack of agency
Visioning and scenario generation
Serious games
Cognitive dissonance and self-perception
Emotional associations and spillover effects
Creating concepts
Premature evaluation and selection
Fixation
Default design
Anchoring
Analogies
Salience, stories and patterns
Selecting a concept
The planning fallacy
Risk aversion
Reference class forecasting
Perceptions of risk
Future discounting
Developing the details
Escalating commitment
Heuristics in design software
Identifying root causes of heuristics
Effects of decision-making systems
Implementing and evaluating
Designers’ cognitive processes

even have the wrong needs as seen by themselves in the future.
For instance, mass transit riders cannot be expected to understand the costs and benefits of every alternative type of transportation; a rider who says they want an underground subway
system because they enjoyed riding one in another city probably
is not prepared to weigh the environmental and social impacts
of a subway system versus a potentially less disruptive approach,
such as aboveground bus rapid transit. Stakeholder perspective is
essential, but should complement, rather than override, designers’ training and experience.

design for sustainability, especially given the apparent contradiction
between calls for designers to strive for empathy and widespread
evidence that emotional empathy can distort decision-making in
ways that would be especially harmful in design for sustainability34.
In particular, it is more difficult to feel emotional empathy for outgroup members, such as future generations or people in far-away
areas who will be negatively impacted by climate change40. Existing
models of how empathy is contextualized in design41–43 are possible starting points for exploring the role of emotional empathy in
design for sustainability.

Cognitive empathy. Despite the popular discussion about the need
for empathy and perspective-taking to identify user needs in design
for sustainability, research in this area remains a mostly untapped
opportunity. In particular, it would be helpful to know more about
the functions and effects of emotional and cognitive empathy in

Overcoming stereotypes. While some generalization is practical,
damaging stereotypes contribute to misunderstanding of actual
user needs and to underrepresentation of women and racial and
ethnic minorities in design professions. Research is also needed to
advance understanding of ways to overcome stereotypes en route to
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more diverse design teams and the wider-ranging and thus potentially more sustainable design options that will result29.

Defining a problem

could occur through a city-wide activity to imagine the region in
50 years, considering a range of possible futures and design alternatives. Not only do these approaches generate plans, they also
give designers agency by showing how seemingly small design
responses can scale up and combine with other responses to meet
big sustainability challenges57.

As designers, we apply what we have learned about stakeholder
needs to define the design problem. How the problem is defined
can limit the possible sustainability of future design solutions. For
instance, ‘the highway doesn’t have enough lanes’ is a narrow problem definition likely to produce design responses that increase individual automobile use. Defining the same problem more broadly
as ‘it takes too long to travel to work’ may inspire a broader range
of design possibilities, some of which may be more sustainable,
such as public transportation, which reduces fuel consumption and
emissions; telecommuting, which saves fuel, emissions and time;
and staggered work schedules, which eliminates the need for any
new infrastructure.

Serious games. One way designers can generate scenarios and
visions is through serious games, which range from simple quizzes to virtual reality simulations. In general, serious games model
likely future outcomes from current choices and actions and therefore show designers how they can shape future worlds, which has
been shown to provide agency to designers working at scales that
are large (for example, planning for climate change adaptation58,59)
and small (for example, designing individual residential solar
energy systems60).

Social norms. When defining problems, designers should consider
social norms, that is, rules of behaviour that are either prevalent or
considered acceptable in a given social environment44. Social norms
may limit innovation in some cases. In the built environment, existing social norms about weatherization45 and heating and cooling
systems may well inhibit diffusion of residential energy efficiency
design options46. Similarly, existing diffusion of energy efficient
designs in commercial buildings is probably based less on intentional consideration and more on status quo routines47,48. Social
emulation can even help explain diffusion of city-level sustainable
building policies49.

Cognitive dissonance and self-perception. Future research is
needed to better understand designers’ desire to reduce cognitive
dissonance61 and enhance self-perception62. In other words, we do
not just act in ways to maximize utility, we act in ways to make
ourselves feel better63, in part by confirming membership in social
groups that matter to us (families, tribes, companies, countries)
by acting in group-specific and group-approved ways. Such biases
may partially explain findings that when organizations view sustainability as part of their overall mission, they are more likely to
adopt built environment sustainability goals, even when financial
incentives are lacking64,65.

Defaults. The power of social norms can also be used by designers
to encourage more sustainable choices50. For example, defaults are
the choices that get made if no action is taken51. Green electricity
selection increases almost tenfold when it (rather than brown electricity) is made the automatic default option for utility customers,
who still have the option to easily select a conventional electricity
mix52. One of the reasons defaults have this strong effect on choice is
that people think of the default option as an implicit recommendation, that is, as a social norm of sorts.

Emotional associations and spillover effects. It would be especially beneficial to design for sustainability to learn how behaviours
to make ourselves feel better create positive spillover, which is when
one action leads to a series of similar choices, such as when people who have been convinced to recycle become more likely to car
share66. Researchers could have broad impact by identifying single
design interventions that create positive spillover and therefore lead
to a series of pro-sustainability choices.
Similarly, research is needed to understand how designers’
behaviours are influenced by emotional associations, including
our sense of meaningful impact and desire to leave a positive legacy. For example, explicit communication of mission and purpose
could prompt designers to make more sustainable choices because
doing so allows them to symbolically live on through their design
choices67. One reason such research is so important to design for
sustainability is because emotional associations often lead to negative spillover, where actions on one environmental issue make other
actions less likely68. For example, designers who advocate for walkable neighbourhoods because they just watched a documentary
film on the benefits might be less likely to consider complementary
design responses, rationalizing that ‘I’ve already done my part for
sustainability’. Research could characterize and therefore help avoid
negative spillover in engineering design for sustainability.

Framing. Another useful intervention is framing, which intentionally describes a choice option in different ways; for example, a carbon user fee labelled as a carbon tax or carbon offset53, or as a loss
versus as a gain relative to a different reference point, to take advantage of loss aversion14. Such variants in framing can also change
preference. Experiments on framing effects in the Envision infrastructure sustainability rating system find that the level of sustainability performance sought is significantly higher when designers
are given points and lose them for not maintaining high goals for
sustainability as opposed to when designers start with no points
and gain them for more sustainable practices. Simply posing this
choice as a loss rather than a gain led to a 33% increase in intended
sustainability achievement54. Similar experimental research on
framing effects shows that modifying the default choices in the
Envision rating system leads to more ambitious (43% in this case)
goals for sustainability55.

Creating concepts

Lack of agency. Another source of decision bias during problem
definition is lack of perceived agency, meaning that designers feel
they cannot make a difference. The large-scale, long-term and interdependent nature of sustainability challenges separates designers
from seeing the effects of their work.

With the problem defined, we can begin designing various conceptual responses, which requires that we weigh numerous considerations and alternatives. Many of the obstacles and opportunities in
this section relate to preference construction theory, which refers
to the numerous ways in which we construct our preferences
in the process of making decisions, rather than just retrieving
stored choices69.

Visioning and scenario generation. Visioning and scenario
generation are promising approaches to overcome the barrier to
more sustainable futures by creating plausible descriptions of what
could happen56. For example, visioning and scenario generation

Premature evaluation and selection. Preference construction
is harmful to design for sustainability when it leads to premature
evaluation and selection of specific design concepts at the cost of
wider consideration of more sustainable alternatives. This occurs
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if designers incorrectly apply the insights from previous projects to
the current one. For example, an engineer that previously specified
solar panels to produce clean energy might be prone to premature
evaluation and selection of similar panels for a new design even
though a geothermal system would be more effective.
Fixation. In design, research referring to many of the cognitive
biases related to premature evaluation and selection of alternatives
(for example, recency effect, anchoring bias70) is termed fixation;
that is, the blind adherence to a set of ideas or concepts, often by giving excessive weight to prior experience or to early ideas71. Fixation
can limit the breadth of sustainable design options that are generated by faculty members and expert designers72–74. Pictures meant
to inspire designers can unintentionally introduce fixation on ideas
related to the examples presented in the pictures75.
Default design. Fixation and premature selection contribute to the
default design bias, which is a tendency towards previously used
designs, and limits innovation for sustainability in the building
industry76. Meta-analysis of design research shows that providing
designers with a single, uncommon example of a related design
alternative consistently helps them overcome fixation, especially
when such an example is provided early in the process77.
Anchoring. In addition to providing uncommon and early examples, other forms of choice architecture can inspire more sustainable conceptual designs. For instance, numerical anchoring can lead
green building designers to set higher energy performance goals
than they would have in the absence of this anchor78. Respondents
exposed to a ‘90%’ anchor, and respondents exposed to no anchor at
all, set higher energy performance goals than respondents exposed
to a ‘30%’ anchor. Similarly, an anchor in the form of a high-performing role-model project increases sustainability performance
goals among infrastructure designers using the Envision rating system, in theory because the role model provides early information
that motivates designers to achieve similar performance79. Other
research introduces early information on one attribute of housing
choice: commute distance. The simple act of asking participants
to first consider effects of commute distance led them to select living arrangements with lower combined home and transportation
energy use80.
Analogies. Research shows how analogies can also be used to help
overcome fixation by facilitating the transfer of knowledge from
one design situation to another81. In one study, architectural design
concept generation was improved through visual analogy via intentionally selected pictures, photographs and drawings not only from
architecture, but also from art, engineering and nature82. In a similar way, requiring designers to create collages of sensory descriptor
terms and images helped them evaluate the sustainability of various alternatives, which is a particularly challenging task in design
for sustainability because sustainability features, such as decreased
energy use or recyclability, are often invisible83.
Salience, stories and patterns. The use of analogy to overcome
fixation shows the promise of additional research to understand
ways designers seek and use salience, stories and patterns in
design for sustainability. Such research would complement work
examining how such techniques can be used to translate science and technology knowledge to policy action for sustainable
development84.

Selecting a concept

At some point during design, we hone in on a single design response
among many design concepts. This marks the transition from conceptual to detailed design.

The planning fallacy. During this transition, designers are especially susceptible to the planning fallacy, in which individuals
underestimate the resources needed to implement a project85. This
is a problem because when projects require more resources than
expected, then options discarded earlier in design may have actually been more sustainable. In some cases, planning errors result
from deliberate deception by self-interested designers with financial incentive to see a specific project move forward86. However,
the planning fallacy can also stem from designers’ self-deluded
thinking that the selected project is best87. Professional designers
typically receive a substantial portion of their fee when a project is
implemented. Designers therefore have an incentive to make whatever project is selected seem as favourable as possible. While the
planning fallacy research focuses on self-delusion about cost and
schedule, this same delusion probably extends to overly optimistic
projections about sustainability performance.
Risk aversion. The planning fallacy can result from overly optimistic risk-seeking projections, which occur when designers extrapolate their predictions from limited specific circumstances and from
personal experiences88. Alternatively, designers reactions to new
approaches may be overly cautious and risk averse, which can constrain innovation for sustainability in civil infrastructure89, including in urban water systems90.
Reference class forecasting. One approach to prevent irrationally
optimistic or cautious projections is reference class forecasting, in
which designers make planning predictions based on actual performance of similar projects91. If the proposed response were a bus rapid
transit system, for instance, then designers undertaking reference
class forecasting would compare their projections with actual data
from already-implemented bus rapid transit projects in similar cities.
Perceptions of risk. Just as scholars have investigated the role of
risk perceptions in policy reactions to climate change92, research
is needed to understand how designers perceive climate change
risks. For example, how does (and how should) a structural
engineer weigh the risks of bridge collapse against the risks of
the materials used in its design contributing to climate change?
Such research would advance understanding of the interactions
between human and environmental risks and challenges, which
are a core need for sustainability.
Future discounting. Likewise, research is needed about how we
discount the future and lack foresight. Sustainability choices require
us to weigh costs and benefits that are distributed over often long
periods of time93. Discounting, a dominant approach to predicting
and comparing future financial outcomes, is a central question for
sustainability, for example in the valuation of ecosystem services94,
in cooperative efforts to mitigate climate change95 and in risk forecasts for infrastructure design96. Better understanding how designers do and should discount the future would inform long-term
responses to sustainability challenges.

Developing the details

During the detailed design stage, we refine our conceptual designs,
perhaps with the help of virtual or physical models. At this stage,
typically only one main design concept is carried forward and the
focus becomes figuring out the details so that the design can be
implemented, evaluated and refined.
Escalating commitment. It takes resources and time to go ‘backwards’ and consider other design concepts after beginning detailed
design. Still, doing so is far better than revisiting other design concepts after the design has been built. During detailed design, designers have already devoted substantial effort to creating concepts and
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Fig. 3 | Present-day sustainability goals require closer links between
behavioural science and engineering. Engineering design has a long history
of creatively applying physical science (for example, physics, chemistry)
and formal science (for example, math, logic). More recently, creative
application of biological science has led to innovations from artificial hearts
to bullet trains.
A more sustainable built environment

Fig. 2 | Convergent research is applied and interdisciplinary. Convergent
research is driven by a social issue and therefore requires deep and
persistent integration across disciplines. The approaches and challenges
discussed in this Review are likely relevant to convergent research for other
sustainability issues.

selecting one and are therefore increasingly susceptible to biases
related to escalating commitment of money and time, even when
the course of action is proving ineffective. For instance, on two
transportation infrastructure projects in the Netherlands, escalating commitment led designers to ignore less expensive alternatives
in favour of costlier ones97. A similar thinking process also inhibits
innovation at a much smaller scale when the act of building physical models of conceptual designs leads to fixation, in part because of
escalating commitment98.
Heuristics in design software. Designers can receive support during
detailed design from software that allows for rapid simulation of multiple alternatives. For example, transportation modelling software
helps designers simulate and calculate the environmental impacts
of various traffic patterns during construction and use. For processing efficiency, but not necessarily to encourage the most sustainable
choices, software relies on heuristics, some of which are modelled
after similar decision-making shortcuts used by humans. A review
of computational optimization in sustainable building design finds
that common heuristics embedded in design software included both
direct search (that is, comparing new solutions with the best found
so far) and evolutionary heuristics (that is, maintaining a population
of solutions and eliminating the poorest in each iteration)99.
Identifying root causes of heuristics. Future research should
examine how decisions change when we use rules of thumb to save
time and thought100. Heuristic thinking is adaptive, but can also be
misleading, for example, when it relies on inappropriate information. One example is when our climate change beliefs are influenced by less-relevant but available local weather information in
place of more diagnostic but less-accessible information such as
global climate change patterns101. Research identifying heuristics
common to design102 provides initial steps towards identifying the
root causes of, and ways to leverage, heuristics with direct sustainability implications. For example, whereas direct search and evolutionary heuristics are relatively neutral on sustainability outcomes,
choice architecture approaches could introduce and encourage
heuristics in software that lead designers to set more ambitious
sustainability goals.
230

Effects of decision-making systems. Similarly, the effects of decision-making systems and shortcuts are an opportunity for future
research, with possible implementation in building design software.
Sustainable design requires consideration of varied, broad and longer-term design goals, which means more details are considered,
which in turn increases the likelihood of bias because available
information exceeds our ability to process it103. Numerous decisionmaking systems aim to address these cognitive limits to working
memory. Yet, with the exception of preliminary research on choosing by advantages104,105, none have been studied for their ability to
facilitate design for sustainability.

Implementing and evaluating

Eventually, designs are introduced into the world and their performance can be evaluated. Evaluation informs and improves future
design iterations.
Designers’ cognitive processes. Much research examines user
thought and behaviour during implementation and evaluation.
The field of environmental psychology, for example, studies the
interplay between humans and our physical environments106.
Understanding occupant behaviour is vital for more sustainable
buildings (for example, refs 107,108). This understanding can help
close the gap between design predictions and actual performance of
heating, cooling and lighting systems. Despite the fruitful examples
of research from user decision-making, this Review did not uncover
any research examining cognitive biases among those making
design decisions during evaluation.
Given the central role of evaluation in the iterative process of
design for sustainability, research on design decisions during this
stage holds great promise. Many of the research needs described
in the other design stages also apply to evaluation. In addition, it
would be especially useful to learn why design decisions during
evaluation are underexplored. For example, do design decisionmakers feel agency during evaluation? How might agency during
evaluation be enhanced?

New directions

Throughout this Review, we have identified and described highpotential research needs, which are listed in the right column of
Table 1. All of these needs require both an applied focus (that is,
sustainability in the built environment) as well as deep integration
across multiple disciplines (that is, decision and sustainability sciences, engineering design; Fig. 2). This applied and interdisciplinary, or ‘convergent’, approach to research is both widely needed and
underdeveloped109.
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One challenge in convergent research is the need for study
beyond the laboratory. However, through the stakeholder engagement needed in design for sustainability, designers and researchers
have an opportunity to work together to run natural experiments in
‘real-world’ contexts. Convergent research on decision framing, for
example, could be done by asking stakeholders about needs framed
either as abstract concepts (for example, mobility) or in terms of
what the abstract concepts provide (for example, connections to
family and friends). Designers would learn more about stakeholder
preferences and researchers would learn whether and how framing
shapes these preferences.
Convergent research needs must also be pursued in new cultural
contexts. The research uncovered by this Review (including the
authors’) comes exclusively from the developed world. Certainly,
to respond to the global challenge of sustainability, future research
must consider developing-world scenarios and cultures. In addition, research in new cultural contexts provides an opportunity to
manipulate variables in ways that are otherwise impossible. The
degree to which people are loss averse, for example, varies across
cultures110. Studying design for sustainability in cultures where loss
aversion is less influential could therefore lead to insights about how
to overcome it in cultures where it is.
Among designers, more complete understanding of our own
perceptions and behaviours offers new pathways to create and
test interventions for the fundamental shifts in goals and actions
needed for sustainability. Many of the opportunities discussed in
this Review are subtle changes in choice architecture (for example,
adding defaults in the Envision rating system; introducing analogies
intended to break design fixation; requiring reference class forecasting to avoid the planning fallacy.) Choice architecture should
become part of designers’ toolkits not only because it works, but
also because it is relatively low-cost compared with physical interventions and with regulations based on self-interested penalties and
incentives111,112.
Perhaps most importantly, this Review shows how considering just one area of behavioural science in design for sustainability promises transformative advances in theory and practice
— by enabling integrated consideration not only of how we design
and build but also of how we determine our needs and wants.
Sustainability improvements at the scale we need require integrated
consideration of the social, technological and environmental systems (Fig. 3)113,114. A sustainable future therefore depends on our
collective ability to apply behavioural sciences, in addition to physical, formal and biological sciences, to inform and inspire design
for sustainability.
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